What's this lab about anyway?
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MADE WITH, PLAYED WITH, REMADE.

Ox Lab
The first dedicated innovation lab in an Australian cultural heritage organisation.
Place for experimentation, research and collaboration

MADE WITH, PLAYED WITH, REMADE.
dxlab.sl.nsw.gov.au

#dxlab
Audience first:  do it because it matters not because it’s shiny

Design creatively:  with data and partners

Don’t over bake:  audiences need to connect through simple + meaningful experiences

Innovate:  be sure to push the boundaries

Iterate:  if something is already built, just improve on it.

Constant prototyping:  leave room for others to finish and build upon our experiences
Atlas view of Loom
Digital drop in

Made with, played with, remade.
STREET MAIN

COURT POLICE THERE YESTERDAY SATURDAY BEING COHEN HAVE CHEST WERE LAST LOCAL FINED

STREET MAIN PRIVATE FIRE WERE THROUGH WHICH BEEN FOUR TOWN YESTERDAY NIGHT LAST SEVERAL BROKE

MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY (FROM GEORGE STREET)
1900-1910
Digitised newspapers and more
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CEPHUS DESTROYED.
Tweed Daily (Murwillumbah, NSW : 1914 - 1949) Thursday 7 March 1929 p 4 Article

TOWN DESTROYED.
Tweed Daily (Murwillumbah, NSW : 1914 - 1949) Wednesday 8 December 1928 p 5 Article

HORSE DESTROYED

HOTEL DESTROYED.
Tweed Daily (Murwillumbah, NSW : 1914 - 1949) Friday 5 February 1932 p 3 Article

GRANDSTAND DESTROYED

HURDLER DESTROYED.
RELICS UNEARTHED IN MURWILLUMBAH'S MAIN STREET.

This morning a bridge spike was unearthed at the site of the old bridge. The street and much of the town were filled in the past. Material was dredged from the river and the hill behind the police station (Church Lane) was excavated using horses and dray and used as fill.

STREET UPGRADE DUGS UP RELICS OF THE PAST

Escalations today in Murwillumbah Street uncovered an old bridge outside the police station. Archaeologists will be on site tomorrow to examine it. An old photo shows the bridge across the street. It is amazing how far down the road once was. If you want to see it, check it out tomorrow, it can be clearly seen from the sidewalk.
Meet the Data Owners
DX Lab fellowship

1st digital fellowship in GLAM in Australia at $30,000
Applications close 12 November